
OAKHAM | PETERBOROUGH 
ENDLESS SUMMER 3.4%

This light and refreshing summer beer 
begins with fruity aromas and tastes before 
an endless wave of bitterness.

      £74.99 | SESSION ALE

SALTAIRE | YORKSHIRE 
SOUTH ISLAND 3.5%

Punching above its weight in flavour, this 
is a clean, crisp beer with subtle fruitiness 
from Nelson Sauvin hops

      £76.00 | PALE ALE

ACORN | YORKSHIRE 
YORKSHIRE PRIDE 3.7%

Light easy drinking session beer. 
Pale straw in colour with tropical 
fruits and citrus notes on the aroma.

      £74.99 | SESSION PALE

WYE VALLEY | HEREFORDSHIRE
BITTER 3.7%

A delicate hoppy aroma leading on to 
a full malty flavour and ending in 
a crisp, clean bitter finish.

      £72.99 | BITTER

HOPHURST | LANCASHIRE 
FLAXEN 3.7%

Classic English Pale Ale brewed 
with East Kent Golding hops for 
a clean refreshing finish.

      £79.99 | PALE ALE

ACORN | YORKSHIRE 
BARNSLEY BITTER 3.8%

Brewed using the finest quality Maris 
Otter malt and English hops. A well rounded, 
rich flavour, with a lasting bitter finish.

      £76.00 | BITTER

HOPHURST | LANCASHIRE
QUENCH 3.8%

Citrus Pale Ale with flavours of 
tropical fruit and citrus and dry 
hopped with Citra hops.

      £79.99 | PALE ALE

WYE VALLEY | HEREFORDSHIRE
HOPFATHER 3.9%

This session IPA boasts a vibrant gold colour 
together with subtle malt overtones, zesty 
fruit flavours and a refreshingly crisp finish.

      £78.00 | SESSION IPA

SKINNERS | CORNWALL 
CHAPEL ROCK 4.0%

Juicy citrus and mellow tropical fruit balanced 
with sweet pale malts and lime-burst levels of 
refreshment with a light toasty spice base.

      £83.00 | IPA

THORNBRIDGE | DERBYSHIRE 
BROTHER RABBIT 4.0%

Norfolk malt gives a great base to the beer and 
a lightly resinous character, the hops present a 
fantastic, punchy, lemon flavour with grassy hints.

      £84.00 | GOLDEN ALE

SALTAIRE | YORKSHIRE 
CITRA 4.2%

The celebrated Citra hop speaks for 
itself in this incredibly refreshing 
and fruity beer. 

      £79.99 | PALE ALE

DARKSTAR | SUSSEX 
SUNQUAKE 4.8%

Peach, mango and tangerine flavours at the fore 
while Chinook hops deliver a touch of pine and 
bitterness for balance. A stellar taste explosion.

      £87.00 | JUICY IPA
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